Samoyed Club of Washington State
Concurrent Specialty Enumclaw, WA
August 17, 2018

Sweepstakes - Puppy (5 Dogs 6 Bitches)
Judge: Vicki Nolte

Dogs, Puppy 6 to 9 Months (2 entered, 0 absent)
1 Polar Mist Downhill Racer – J Egge
2 Starstruck ‘N Cascade’s Highlander – D Rautio / C Hollenback

Dogs, Junior 12 to 18 Months (3 entered, 0 absent)
1 Starstruck’s Hi Sierra Boomer – P Meiyappan
2 CH Polar Star N Polar Mist Animal Crackers CGC TKI – M Hemenway / D Hemenway / E Summa
3 Wintersong’s I Triple Dog Dare You – S Hixon / D Cummings

Bitches, Puppy 6 to 9 Months (1 entered, 0 absent)
1 Polar Mist Stir-N Up Trouble – L Blue

Bitches, Puppy 9 to 12 Months (1 entered, 0 absent)
1 Mystery’s China Doll – K Sawyer

Bitches, Junior 12 to 18 Months (4 entered, 0 absent)
1 Mishka’s Brightest Russian Star – M George / L Blue
2 Snowater’s Precious ‘Sweet Music In My Heart’ – J Dauer / H Jespersen / W Galbreath
3 Startstruck’N Hi Sierra’s Cascade Mountain Lilac – B Campbell / D Rautio / C Hollenback
4 Chinook’s Shield Maiden Of Rohan – C Rasmey / T Ball

Best in Puppy Sweepstakes
Polar Mist Stir-N Up Trouble (B 6-9)

Best of Opposite Sex to Best in Puppy Sweepstakes
Polar Mist Downhill Racer (D 6-9)
Sweepstakes - Veteran (2 Dogs 1 Bitch)
Judge: Vicki Nolte

Dogs, Veteran 7 to 10 Years (2 entered, 0 absent)
1 GCHG Snoline ‘N Snowater’s On A Roll – K Granacki / S Alexander / N Alexander
2 CH Mystiwind’s Modern Day Warrior RN WSX – M Stadiem

Bitches, Veteran 10 to 12 Years (1 entered, 0 absent)
1 Orkdomain’s Where ‘N The World BN RN NA NAJ RATN – K Thomas / S Moses / A Cooper

Best in Veteran Sweepstakes
GCHG Snoline ‘N Snowater’s On A Roll (D 7-10)

Best of Opposite Sex to Best in Veteran Sweepstakes
Orkdomain’s Where ‘N The World BN RN NA NAJ RATN (B 10-12)

Sweepstakes - Working (4 Dogs 1 Bitch)
Judge: Vicki Nolte

Dogs, Working Pretitled (1 entered, 0 absent)
1 CH Polar Star N Polar Mist Animal Crackers CGC TKI – M Hemenway / D Hemenway / E Summa

Dogs, Working Novice (1 entered, 0 absent)
1 Moonstar’s Midknight Ryder From HNP RI – D Ayala / S Ayala

Dogs, Working Intermediate (2 entered, 0 absent)
1 GCHB Cascade ‘N Starstruck’s Aslan Of The Stars – W Peden / C Hollenback
2 CH Mystiwind’s Modern Day Warrior RN WSX – M Stadiem

Bitches, Working Intermediate (1 entered, 0 absent)
1 Orkdomain’s Where ‘N The World BN RN NA NAJ RATN – K Thomas / S Moses / A Cooper

Best In Working Sweeps
GCHB Cascade ‘N Starstruck’s Aslan Of The Stars (D Intermediate)

Best Of Opposite Sex To Best In Working Sweeps
Orkdomain’s Where ‘N The World BN RN NA NAJ RATN (B Intermediate)

Regular Classes (7 Dogs 18 Bitches)
Judge: Rosemary Leist

Dogs (7 Dogs 4 Points)

Dogs, Puppy 6 to 9 Months (2 entered, 0 absent)
1 Polar Mist Downhill Racer – J Egge
2 Starstruck ‘N Cascade’s Highlander – D Rautio / C Hollenback

Dogs, Junior 12 to 18 Months (1 entered, 0 absent)
1 Starstruck’s Hi Sierra Boomer – P Meiyappan

Dogs, American Bred (1 entered, 0 absent)
1 Moonstar’s Midknight Ryder From HNP RI – D Ayala / D Ayala

Dogs, Open (4 entered, 1 absent)
1 Samspring Statesman – M Porter / J Lawrence / K Conway / L Goodman
2 Sunfire N Snowaters Top Of The World – M Emmett / P Emmett
3 Wintersong’s I Triple Dog Dare You – S Hixson / D Cummings

Winners Dog
Samspring Statesman (Open)

Reserve Winners Dog
Sunfire N Snowaters Top Of The World (Open)

Bitches (18 Bitches 4 Points)

Bitches, Puppy 6 to 9 Months (2 entered, 0 absent)
1 Starstruck ‘N Gandale’s Out Of The Haze – S Dalton / C Hollenback / D Rautio
2 Polar Mist Dance Party – L Blue
Bitches, Junior 12 to 18 Months (5 entered, 0 absent)
1 Snowater’s Precious ‘Sweet Music In My Heart’ – J Dauer / H Jespersen / W Galbreath
2 Starstruck’N Hi Sierra’s Cascade Mountain Lilac – B Campbell / D Rautio / C Hollenback
3 Sassillie’s Loves Midnight – C Cheeseman
4 Chinookstar’s Shield Maiden Of Rohan – C Rasmey / T Ball

Bitches, Bred-By-Exhibitor (7 entered, 0 absent)
1 Mishka’s Brightest Russian Star – M George / L Blue
2 Mystery’s China Doll – K Sawyer
3 Polar Mist Stir-N Up Trouble – L Blue
4 Chinookstar’s Cascadian Peak Perfomance – K Rufer / D Cummings

Bitches, Open (4 entered, 0 absent)
1 Polar Mist Kick’N Over The Traces – D Fornari
2 Startstruck N’ Cascade’s Moonlight Over The River – B Hannon / T Hannon / D Rautio
3 Stormcloud’s Neige Blanche Soleil – H Watkins / K Rochat
4 Dormo’s Driven At Heart – M Chow

Winners Bitch
Snowater’s Precious ‘Sweet Music In My Heart’ (12-18)

Reserve Winners Bitch
Polar Mist Kick’N Over The Traces (Open)

Dogs, Veteran 7 to 10 Years (2 entered, 0 absent)
1 GCHG Snoline ‘N Snowater’s On A Roll – K Granacki / S Alexander / N Alexander
2 CH Mystiwind’s Modern Day Warrior RN WSX – M Stadiem

Bitches, Veteran 7 to 10 Years (1 entered, 0 absent)
1 CH Polar Mist Aurora Borealis – F Crossfield

Best of Breed
GCHB Cascade ‘N Starstruck’s Aslan To The Stars – W Peden / C Hollenback (5 GCH Points)

**Best of Opposite Sex to Best of Breed**
CH Stormcloud’s Diamonds In The Sky – K Rochat (5 GCH Points)

**Select Dog**
CH Polar Mist Kick Up The Party – L Blue (5 GCH Points)

**Select Bitch**
CH White Eagle’s Flies By Starlite TKA CA CGC FDC – S Hudson / L Benson / M Augustus (5 GCH Points)

**Best of Winners**
Snowater’s Precious ‘Sweet Music In My Heart’ (B)

**Award of Merit**
GCH Vanderbilt Snowater Pickupline (D) – K Granacki / K Granacki

**Best Puppy in the Regular Classes**
Polar Mist Downhill Racer (D) – J Egge

**Best Veteran**
GCHG Snoline ‘N Snowater’s On A Roll (D) – K Granacki / S Alexander / N Alexander

**Best Bred-By-Exhibitor**
Mishka’s Brightest Russian Star (B) – M George / L Blue

**Brace (1 entered, 0 absent)**
1 Dormo’s It Is All About Meme (B) – M Chow
   GCH Dormo’s Ice Princess Mocha RN CA (B) – M Chow

**Parade of Titleholders (1 entered, 0 absent)**
CH Polar Star N Polar Mist Animal Crackers CGC TKI – M Hemenway / D Hemenway / E Summa
Rally Classes
Judge: Richard Lewis

Rally Novice A (1 entered, 0 absent)
1 Wintersong’s Starlight Adventurer – S Hixson

Rally Advanced A (1 entered, 0 absent)
1 Moonstar’s Midknight Ryder From HNP RI – D Ayala / S Ayala

Rally Advanced B (2 entered, 0 absent)
1 Samoden’s Artic Ice BN RE OA OAJ OAF CA RATN – K Thomas
2 Orkdomain’s Where ‘N The World BN RN NA NAJ RATN – K Thomas / S Moses / A Cooper

Rally Excellent B (3 entered, 1 absent)
1 Samoden’s Artic Ice BN RE OA OAJ OAF CA RATN – K Thomas
2 Moonstar’s T’Keyla Knights RN NAJ CA RATN – K Thomas / T Moses